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Soviet head
voices hopes
about talks
MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev told President
Reagan today it may be "time to bang our fists on the table" to prod
negotiators to conclude work on a treaty cutting strategic nuclear
arms stockpiles by SO percent.
"Ill do anything that works," the president told Gorbachev.
The Soviet leader expressed new hopes for completing a major
arms treaty, but it was not clear whether he was talking about getting it done by summit's end — or merely before Reagan s term concludes next January. Soviet and American officials have said repeatedly they do not expect a strategic arms pact (START) to be
concluded here.
On their third day of talks, Reagan and Gorbachev met in the Soviet leader's Kremlin office.
The leaders also watched and joined in the applause as Secretary
of State George Shultz and Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze signed several secondary agreements, including a pair of
arms accords. Under one such pact agreed to in Moscow, the superpowers will notify each other of the time, place and intended target
of intercontinental-range missiles tests.
At the Kremlin meeting, Reagan appeared to dig in his heels on his
Strategic Defense Initiative missile defense plan, one of the key obstacles to agreement on a strategic arms treaty. "It's never been a
part of the negotiations," he said in response to a question.
Without addressing Star Wars, Gorbachev said he was confident
there would be progress on arms issues.
' 'And I'm sure that if the president makes good use of his time that
we have remaining, I'm sure that we will De able to prepare the
treaty," Gorbachev said.
The Soviet leader recalled that he and Reagan, at their first summit in Geneva in 1985, had reached an impasse at one point. He said
that at that point, "the president said, 'Well, let's stamp our fists on
the table.' 'I said all right,' and by morning everything was agreed,
the Geneva negotiations were successfully completed.'

County roads
are renovated
by Stacy Manges
staff reporter

If you have wondered recently
why many roads in the Bowling
Green area have been covered
with men and machinery, they
are in the process of being renovated. Work, however, stopped
temporarily.
"We did the milling operation.
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Lazy Daze of Summer

OF WOOD COUNTY

Unseasonably warm temperatures and sunny skies have been in the
area for nearly a week. As the temperature soared to a scorching 95
degrees on Memorial Day, according to the temperature clock at
the First Federal Bank of Wood County, (right) people were doing
just about anything to beat the heat. Joe Domabyl. senior procurement and production major from Aurora, (above) spent his Memor
ial Day afternoon lounging in his small but refreshing pool. Domabyl had been at a picnic earlier in the day but said "it just got to hot."
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That's when we had the
machine. They are working out
of town now," said Dave Barber,
director of Public Works.
The project includes "resurfacing State Rt. 64 from Dunbridge Road to Haskins to 582 North
of town, except for portions of
1-75 and Mercer which have
been repaved before," Barber
said.
Q See Streets, page 5.
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Student, grad die in unrelated incidents
Business major asphyxiated Alumna shot
by Catherine Hoehn
assistant managing editor

Although a former Beta Theta
Pi Fraternity pledge, after four
years, hadn t done well enough
scholastically to become an active member, his fraternity
brothers awarded him a posthumous activation pin three
days after his death.
Todd Burkett, a former
fourth-year junior who died May
11 of asphyxiation, had been a
pledge of Beta Theta Pi Fraternityfor four years.
'"He never made the grades,
but we put a pin on him at the
viewing (wake) and informally

INSIDE
O The Ohio Department of
Transportation has opened a
test lab In Bowling Gree, see
story page 3.
□ Memorial Day services were
held in Bowling Green last
weekend, see story page 6.
a A police officer is DAREIng
elementary students to say no to
drugs, see story page 5.

WEATHER
Today: Sunny and very warm
with highs In the upper 80s.

'"He never made the grades, but we put a
pin on him at the viewing (wake) and
informally activated him."
-Jason Hill
activated him," said Jason Hill,
Burkett's former roommate and
fraternity brother.
Burkett was at the home of his
father, Bill Burkett of Aurora,
Illinois, apparently working on
his automobile in a one-car garage at the time of his death, according to Hill.

"There was a sandwich and
tools just sitting there, and there
was grease on his hands," Hill
said.
He said the police had ruled
out suicide because of these factors. He said he had been told
the police theorized Burkett
may have started up his car

thinking it would be safe to run
for a short while, and then perhaps lost track of time.
"It had been raining outside,
and they said it would only have
taken two to three minutes for
him to become unconscious,"
Hill said.
Burkett was a business major,
and highly involved in intramural sports, including basketball,
football and soccer, according to
Hill and another former
roommmate Thomas Gilmore.
Burkett, the youngest of six
children, is survived by his
father, Bill Burkett; mother.
Judy Burkett, a resident of
Santa Barbara California; two
brothers and three sisters.

by Catherine Hoehn
assistant managing editor

Marcia Burger, a 1982 University graduate, bought a new
bowling ball for the league she had just joined, but was only
able to use it once before she died, according to her boyfriend.
Burger, 28, was shot during a robbery at a First Ohio Savings
Bank in St. Bernard, a Cincinnati suburb, on May 24.
Ed Exeler, Burger's boyfriend of five years, said he and
Burger had just joined a league and bowled for the second time
the week she died.
Burger was killed after two gunmen entered the bank where
she was head teller and demanded money. She was heading to
Set the money when one of the suspects shot her three times in
le chest, according to the Cincinnati Enquirer.
Two suspects, James E. Mills and Lewis Thomas III, indicted May 26, were charged with aggravated robbery, aggravated murder, felonious assault and attempted aggravated
murder. Both had prior convictions of bank robbery, and may
face the death penalty if convicted, according to the Enquirer.

Pi Kapp riders
bike for PUSH
by Sally Schafer
reporter

While most University students are working or taking classes this
summer, a few will be doing something a bit more unusual. For
senior Jim Karlovec, it will be a summer he will never forget.
Karlovec, an interpersonal and public communications major
from Solon, has coordinated a cross-country bicycling trip to raise
money for PUSH-Play Units for the Severly Handicapped. The ride
is called PUSH America '88 and will take Karlovec, If! other riders
and a support crew of four over 3,000 miles in 65 days to Washington,
D.C.
The team, which is composed of members of Pi Kappa Phi fraterninty from universities around the United States, will be crossing
mountain ranges, deserts and flatlands as they cycle through 11
states along the southern part of the country.
Karlovec, who is PUSH chairman for the University's Pi Kapp
chapter and a veteran cross country cyclist, made the initial plans
G See Push, page 4.

Photo/Ed Zastawny
Jim Karlovec, an interpersonal and public communications major from Solon, will be spending his summer biking from San Diego to Washington. D.C Karlovec is taking part in the PUSH -Play Units for the Severely Handicapped- America program.
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Arms talks, not
'PR' discussion
Looks may be deceiving.
While President Reagan is in the Soviet
Union, negotiating for a reduction in nuclear arms
with Kremlin leader Mikhail Gorbachev, he is also
launching a public relations offensive, promoting
human rights and freedom in the Soviet Union.
While this on the forefront seems reasonable, as
freedom and individual rights are the ideals which
influenced the growth of this country, the president
is launching what may be looked upon as a public
relations offensive for Ronald Reagan.
The Reagan administration has t>een plagued re
cently with resignations of key figures and revelations about astrologers playing a part in the
Reagan's lives. All this nas led to a slide in popularity for the lame duck president, and this slide has
the potential to hurt his party's candidate for president in this year's election.
On the surface, the arms talks between the
United States and the Soviet Union may seem to be
the answer, however unless some concrete action
comes from these and future talks, they may be
construed as pomp and circumstance, and just another public relation maneuver to bolster the image
of an outgoing president.
But the Soviets have launched their own "public
relations" offensive by hiring an American adviser
to handle publicity for the summit. Now that the
Soviet's are into the publicity act it seems unlikely
that anything concrete will come of the talks.
In order to overcome the accelerating arms race,
leaders must be willing to forego the public relations and come up with concrete solution.

Old food dilemma solved
By Mike
Royko

While Mike Royko is on vacation, we are
reprinting some of his favorite columns. The
following first appeared October 13,1982.
An old friend stopped by recently and went
to the refrigerator to get himself a beer.
He took the beer, but stood looking inside
the refrigerator for several seconds. Then he
opened the freezer section and looked at that
for awhile.
And he began opening kitchen cabinets
and looking inside.
Finally he shook his head and said:
' 'Are you moving or something ?''
"No. Why do you ask?"
He looked in a couple of more cabinets,
then said:
"You don't have any food in this place. I
mean, absolutely nothing."
I nodded. He was absolutely right. There
wasn't a thing to eat in the entire kitchen.
Not a morsel. Not a crumb of stale bread.
Not one can of tomato soup or a spoonful of
peanut butter to be scraped out of the bottom
of a jar. Nothing.
He shook his head. "You don't even have a
can of stewed tomatoes or things like that.
Everybody's got an old can of something or
other in their kitchen. But you don't have a
single thing. Don't you ever eat?"
"Of course I eat. I eat too much."
"Ah, then you eat all your meals in restaurants."
"No, only lunch. And dinner out maybe

once a week. The rest of my meals, I have at
home."
"But there's nothing here to eat. I don't
understand."
Most people don't. So I explained the
Royko System of Food Shopping for the
Single Man.
There are several advantages, and they go
this way:
First, you don't have to go shopping very
often. At most, I make one shopping trip a
month. I've gone as long as two months between trips.
Second, you don't accumulate things that
begin piling up in most kitchens-those extra
cans of stewed tomatoes and soup gathering
dust in a cabinet; the smoked Korean oysters; the packages of frozen chicken in the
back of the freezer; the half-filled jars of
Welch's grape jelly, side by side in the refrigerator door.
Under my system, you cannot accumulate
cans of stewed tomatoes because you have to
eat them before you can shop again.
"You must have some peculiar meals," he
said.
There have been a few unusual meals, yes.
One evening, I found that the last edible
items in the Kitchen were three eggs, a halfstick of margarine, an onion and some flour.
It seemed to me that if I mixed a cup of
flour with an egg, some margarine and
water and shopped onion, I would have a
form of dough. So I did.
I spread the dough on a pan and put in the
oven, hoping it would become some kind of
bread.
As it turned out, my creation became
something that resembled onion pancakes.
Sort of dried out, slab-like, onion pancakes.
Then I fried the other two eggs and put them
on top of the sort-of pancakes.
The advantages to this system are obvious. It's economical, because you never
buy anything you don't eventually eat. And it
forces you to be innovative. I remember the
night I had nothing left but two pouches of
frozen creamed spinach, three small pota-

toes, and a frozen chicken leg. I made a
stew. I don't remember how if turned out,
but it was surely high in some kind of vitamin.
"But what about your children," my
friend said. "Isn't this rough on them?"
Actually, my sons were partly responsible
for my approach to food shopping.
I discovered a law of eating, which I call
Royko's Law. It goes this way: Young people will always eat anything that is convenient, then wait until you buy some more convenient foods, and they will eat them, too.
In other words, if I went out every week
and bought five pounds of chicken pieces,
five packages of spaghetti, five jars of Ragu
sauce, ana 10 frozen pizzas, they would eat
the 10 frozen pizzas and leave the rest. And
the next week, they would do the same.
Eventually I would have stacks of chicken
pieces, bales of spaghetti and cases of Ragu
sauce, and they'd still be eating the frozen
pizza.
So under my system, when the frozen pizzas are gone, they either eat what is left, or
theydon t eat.
"That's kind of sadistic, isn't it?" my
friend said.
Yes. but then, what else are young people
good for? I am particularly fond of the memory of the evening my youngest son came
home and found me in front of the TV set
with a bowl in my lap.
"What are you having for supper?" he
asked, looking hungry.
'Raisin Bran,"
171 said. "There's still some
left in the kitchen."
He looked in my bowl and said: "Jeez,
there's no milk. It's just dry Raisin Bran."
"It's not bad," I said, scoping some of it
into my mouth with my fingers. "But some
does tend to fall on your shirt.''
My friend shook his head and said: "Your
sons must be getting skinny as hell."
No, that's not so. My system just encourages them to make the acquaintance of
young ladies who have more substantial
qualities than mere pretty faces.

Batman is hero Dream move unheard of
of younger age
By Judi Kopp

Miscellaneous

By
Therese
Drake
QTime:6:00
DPlace:SoftrockCafe
nState of Intoxication:
Moderate, but rising
DConclusion: There's only one
Batman
What's going on here? Well,
once upon a time, there were a
couple of girls drinking somewhat excessively at a local
happy hours.
Needing some reason to keep
up their pace, they turned to the
video screen to see what was
playing. Lo and behold, there on
the large screen TV was the
heart throb of their childhood:
Batman.
The caped crimefighter and
his loyal sidekick, Robin,
streaked across the screen to the
amazement of all. Better yet,
Batgirl was even in this episode,
as was our favorite villainness,
Catwoman.
It was the perfect drinking
game. One of the girls decided to
drink each time Batman or Catwoman spoke, the other took on
the rest of the cast. As the giggles flowed more readily, true
confession time rolled around.
Each had, at one time, professed
undying love for Batman, alias
Bruce Wayne.
Eventually, the discussion became philosophical.
Where were these dashing
heroic figures we were condi-

tioned to expect? We reviewed
the men who had come and gone
from our lives and decided that
none of them had quite lived up
to Batman's charisma, charm,
wit and sense of honor.
Batman had a sense of right
and wrong that very few people
possess, men or women. He was
the epitomy of everything desirable in a heroic figure.
There was just one problem
with the little girls who were
glued avidly to the screen each
afternoon watching their hero
restore peace to Gotham City;
they were too young to understand that all the performers
were caricatures of the different
elements found in human beings.
Just as today's heroes don't
run around dressed up like bats,
birds, cats and bad jokes,
neither are they as simple as the
characters of the show.
Real people are shades of
gray, not black and white. They
are neither totally good nor entirely bad. If you look for that
perfect hero, you'll constantly
be disappointed. Nobody is perfect, nobody real anyway.
Besides, wouldn't it be boring
if your date had to run out in the
middle of every dinner or movie
to save the city? The mask
would be pretty awkward to deal
with too.
After the third or fourth
amaretto sour, I realized that
maybe it was time to give up the
childhood infatuation.
Batman was beginning to gray
and I was a little too old to be
thinking that he was going to arrive on my doorstep. Caped figures are a thing of my past. Except, maybe Superman.
Drake, a senior magazine
journalism major, is still
searching for her superhero,
along with other members of the
News staff.
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I have lust moved into my
first, and last apartment. Moving is one of those experiences
that will never, ever go
smoothly.
Take me, for instance.
My new roommate, Chris,
pulled her dad's Chevrolet pickem up truck into my driveway in
Columbus. We loaded a couch, a
bed, a dresser, a dining room
table and various other items
that I considered necessary to
comfortable apartment living
into the truck.
My father, full of wisdom, said
"You'll need some rope to tie
down that bed with."
So, there we were; Chris, her
sister, my brother and I looking
in the garage for some rope to
tie the bed down with.
Searching the garage, my
brother yells "here's something
we can use," and proceeds to
show us old, well twine, for lack
of a better word. So we thought
"what the heck" and tied the
mattress and the box spring
together.

The trip was proceeding normally. I had convinced my
mother to let me borrow her car,
because we weren't able to get
everything into the truck.
As we got to Interstate 75, we
were all thankful. Following
Chris, I push the car up to 65
mph and set the cruise control.
we hadn't gotten two miles
down the highway when all of a
sudden there was a puff of
smoke and the box spring was
loose. Chris moved into the left
hand lane to pass a car when all
of a sudden the box spring went
WHOOSH and landed in the grassy median of 1-75. All I could
picture was motorcyclists being
flattened by the box spring on
the side of the road.
My hands were shaking, and I
realized I had to catch my
roommate and let her know
what had happened. When we
reached her, my brother was
motioning frantically for her to
pull over. At the next exit we
pulled off.
Chris: "What happened? Are
we about to lose something?"
Me: " We already did. Didn't
you see the box spring go flying
off the truck?"

Needless to say, she hadn't.
Well we got on the freeway the
other way, going to retrieve the
wayward box spring. We found
it about a mile down the road.
We pulled off the highway and
went to put the box spring back
in the truck. The four of us must
have looked like complete dorks
carrying that bed piece down the
road.
Doing a whopping 45 MPH we
were searching for the Cygnet
exit so we could get off the freeway.
We passed a sign. Cygnet:
three miles. When we got to the
exit there was another sign:
Bowling Green, 6 miles.
When we finally got to Bowling Green we were nervous
wrecks.
As we sat in our new apartment, we decided one very important thing.
Next year's tenants of our
apartment won't have to provide
furniture — it will be coming
furnished.
Kopp is a senior public relations major and is still having
nightmares about her moving
experience.

Respond
The BG News editorial
ge is your campus
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for verification, must
be included.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and double-spaced. University students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown.
He News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
218 West Hall

Ol' center days reminisced
By Pat Whitman
As one gets a bit older, the "Good Ol'
Days" are often looked upon with fondness,
reminiscing about what we did when we
were younger.
And, except for the
memories, it is almost impossible to bring
back those "Good Ol Days.
Well, in calendar years, I'm not that old,
just 32. But, after spending four years in the
Army, and six years away from BGSU, I
yearn for the Good Ol Days of my first BGSU
experience. The campus is the same in sight,
sound, and structure. A lot of the faces have
changed, but that is not unusual, for every
year, students graduate, flunk out, transfer,
or just quit attending.
When I last attended BGSU, there existed
a sometimes outrageous place in the basement of Moseley Hall, the Commuter
Center. The stated purpose of the Center was
to provide a place for off-campus and com-

muters to go in the dormitories. This to include older students returning to college and
those who had never attended classes before
at BGSU.
Flash back time...When I was here before,
the Center was a place for warm friendship,
lively and raucous debate, and almost completely student operated. The director of the
Center told us over and over again, "This is
your faculty, you decide what you want, but
if you go too far, I'm responsible. It's my
ass." We policed ourselves, and if we made
mistakes, we heard about it, loud and clear.
But this is no longer the case. The Center
has become a prim and proper exercise In
social etiquet. The Main Lounge, where students could kick-back, get a little loud, relax, or study, depending on what was desired
at the Lounge, or went back to the Study
Lounge, or went somewhere else. And students had the choice of going to the television lounge, watch TV, and be a couch potato.

Nowadays, the director operates the place
like a high school study hall, and seems bizaarely concerned with her definition of appropriate behavior. Before, if someone was
a vandal or nuisance, we students let the
offender know about it. If the idiot still didn't
understand, then we bothered the director,
and she used the power of the University to
socially educate the malcontent.
And funny, at the time, this seemed like
democracy, and since the place was a student facility, it seemed natural that students
worked with the director to make the place a
cooperative venture.
But that was yesI don't think I'll go down to the Center as
much. My memories of the place are too Valuable, and I guess times change. The truly
sad thing is that the focus and feel of the
Commuter Center didn't have to change, but
someone paid by the University made the
decision to change the place, it wasn't the
students.

Local
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Construction test lab
ensures quality roads
by Erin A. O'Connor
staff reporter
It may appear to students that
a mini-recreation center has
been built on Poe Road. Although similar to the Rec in
superficial design, this structure's function is totally
different.
In honor of National Transportation Week, the Ohio Department of Transportation opened
Ohio's newest Bituminous Concrete Lab.
R. L. Germann, deputy director of ODOT District 2, said the
lab will provide high quality test
inspection and increase the effi-

ciency of inspection of construction projects.
The new test center will ensure stronger, safer and more
durable roads for the Ohio tax
payer, said Bob Shuster, administrator of the laboratory.
Contractors compete for
projects and the testing is
necessary to ensure that material used meet all specifications
of the state, Shuster said. Samples of the cement must then be
submitted and to ensure honesty
of the contractors, ODOT
workers also collect on-site
samples.
The plugs of Bituminous Concrete are broken down into their
base ingredients and are tested
to ensure that the contractor did

not "cut corners" in production.
The concrete, used in highway
construction is the "tar-like bottom layer when drillers dig for
crude oil" Shuster said.
One section of the old lab was
housed in the basement of District 2's main building, built in
1954; the Bituminous laboratory
itself was housed in a make-shift
trailor located behind the main
building, Shuster said. These
provided cramped hazardous
work conditions.
Kay Bliss, assistant liason director of district 2, said the new
structure will eliminate some of
the problems that were common
in the old structure, including
high levels of noise, vibrations,
dust and toxic vapors.

Photo/Ohio Department of Transportation
In honor of National Transportation Week, the Ohio Department of Transportation opened a new concrete testing lab on Poe Road. The lab will be used to test the quality of the concrete used in the building of the states
roads.
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by Therese Drake
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Portage Quarry opens

staff reporter

Hot sun and the good old
swimming hole, that's what
makes summer worthwhile.
Portage Quarry, University
students' favorite swimming
spot, opened Memorial Day
weekend. The quarry is now
open every day from 9 a.m. until dusk.

L
We Care

We Care

Show That

;WE ] Spirit!

CARE!

Scuba diving is one of the
Erograms offered by the facity. With a complete dive
shop, the quarry provides both
instruction on how to scuba
dive and the air for tanks.
According to the owner, Jeff
Rice, the Portage Quarry also

Apply: 405 Student Services Building
Deadline: June 20, 5 p.m.
We Care

We Care

We Care

We Care

We Care

Another watering hole, the
City Park pool, opens June 4 at
1:30 p.m.

X^^RT^^

Beach!

EVERY THURSDAY 4:30-9:00 p.m.
Featuring 10 week Swimsuit Competition
Beginning May 26

• Easy To Follow

Compensation includes a meal
for each day worked!

For an additional $3.50 per
person, there are also overnight camping facilities available.

the

physician supervised
weight reduction program

• Rapid
Weight Reduction

Positions Available: Greeter, Tour Guide,
Discussion Facilitator, Evening Entertainment
Usher, Display Host, We Care Booth Staff
Person.

Admission to the quarry is
$3.00 per person.

MEDIFAST®

Be a Pre-Registration Volunteer
July 5-29
• Learn communication skills
• Refine leadership skills

has three volleyball courts, a
horseshoe toss area, a water
slide for children, and a picnic
area.

Introducing

We Care

We Care

For those students who want
to do something more than just
lie in the sun or occasionally
jumping in the water to cool
off, there are many other activities to get involved with.

Dramatic Improvement in other medical
conditions associated
with being overweight

• SAFE
• Supplemental
Fasting Program

BUDDY CARR'S DJ CO.
playing the best music
from the 60's through the 80s
Exotic Elixers served in 16 oz. pails—
You keep the pail!

• Nutrition Counseling
Series to help you
maintain your ideal
body weight

Medically Supervised
through weekly 30 minutes
appointment

Bowling Green
1045 N. Main St.
Suite 9
352-7184

Contestants can register by calling
874-3111 ext. 7426

Maumee

Enjoy a beach party atmosphere
in the area's most beautiful poolside lounge

1015Conant St.
893-8384

or

Jiciciirif mart

HOLIDAY INN FRENCH QUARTER
10630 Fremont Pike Perrysburg, OH
Just off 1-75 on Rt. 20
H

PfflCES EFFECTIVE MAY 30 THRU JUNE 11 1988
BREWSTER

CUSTOM SLICED

LAWSON
BOLOGNA

"World Class"
COLBY CHEESE

*1 99

$^39

LB

HORMEL

*i 79

THE ORICINAI CHIP CHOP

Ham

One Price!

Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatlc and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

$7988 $|| 988
For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.

SANORIDCE GOURMET

Cf\_

DAIRY MART

^f\f

&f ,B 69c

POTATO SALAD
DUTCH IOAF Or

A...

COOKED SALAMI

LB

2 LITER BOTTIE

$*|a9

D PEPSI COLA
C FRITO CORN CHIPS
AIL FLAVORS

FAYCO
BEVERAGE
c

89

H"

11 OZ

$*|89

SNOW8ALL CUSTOM SLICED

CHICKEN or TURKEY

NEOPOLITAN

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds

3153 W. Sylvania

SfaotirVfcSa

382-2020

472-1113

352-2533

ICE CREAM

$1 99
HALF
GALLON

10% OFF
your $2.00 or more purchase
with a valid
BGSU I.D.
1020 N. Main, B.G.
352-2061

ROLL

I Ball

S1?.9

You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money.
DAIRY MART
FLAVOR OF THE MONTH

Kentucky Fried Chicken

PEPSI 04 0Z.
ON
BIG BOSS ICE
OR
ANY
FLAVOR

69«

Call-ins welcome
Convenient Drive-Thru
"We do Chicken Right"

4
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Push

BO News Michael Moore

Flying High
Local resident Roger Wheeler practices maneuvering his motorized
airplane over the intramural fields. According to Wheeler, the plane
has an eight foot wing span and can travel as fast as 120 MPH.

Taylor Olds-Cadillac has
a used car built just
for you!

0

American Heart
Association

WE'RE FIGHTING FORVOUR LIFE

1986 WICK CENTURY
4 dr., silver

a Continued from page 1.
for PUSH America last November with Ken Kaiser, assistant
director of PUSH, who is a Pi
Kapp alumnus from the University.
"I had been thinking of one
day taking a cross country trip
for PUSH. Ken happened to be
thinking the same thing," he
said. "One day we just sat down
and planned the whole event.''
Although since the initial
planning stages were begun
many exciting events have been
added to the itinerary, Karlovec
said he has basically stuck with
the original plan. Over spring
break, he and Kaiser drove from
San Diego to Washington, D.C.
to cover the route in detail.
"Along the way we met with
general managers of hotels, restaurant owners, city officials,
chambers of commerce and
other individuals who have been
working with us to ensure the
success of the trip," be explained.
He said that most of people in
the cities along the route have
been very supportive.
"Most of our meals and lodging are being donated by the hotels and various restaurants in
the area. This way we are cutting back on our expenses and
can concentrate on raising
money," he said.
"Our main goal is to increase
awareness about the basic need
to help the special segment of
the population that very few
people know exist. By increasing awareness of their needs, we
are then able to raise sufficient
funds to place PUSH units in residential facilities across the
country."

1985 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME
2 dr., leather, new tires

Along the way,the team and
support crew will be participating in fundraising events, visiting homes where PUSH units
have been placed and attending
receptions where government
officials and representatives
from the media will be present.
PUSH units are placed in
homes for the mentally and
physically handicapped and are
designed to teach residents that
their actions have an immediate
impact on their environment.
They are custom-made to
meet the specific needs of each
home, ana are equipped with
devises to stimulate tine senses
of people who are severely handicapped and improve the quality of their daily lives.
Since PUSH was founded by
Pi Kappa Phi in 1975, 17 units
have been placed in residential
homes all across the United
States.
The Delta Sigma chapter at
the University placed a unit in
the Sunshine Childrens Home in
Maumee in 1984. This year they
raised an additional $22,000 to
place a second unit in the
Decem/Anne Grady Center in
Holland, Ohio. By doing so they
have become the first of Pi Kappa Phi's 120 national chapters
to place two units.
Most of the awareness about
PUSH is generated through the
annual PUSH week, when Pi
Kapps can be seen pushing a
wheelchair around the union
oval for 100 hours. Karlovec said
he would like to make the PUSH
project more of a year-round
event.

Photo/Ed Zastawny

Jim Karlovek

NORTHWEST OHIO
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT

SUMMER
IS HERE

1985 OLDS '98 REGENCY
4 dr., well-equipped
1983 PONTIAC GRAND AM
2 dr., loaded

SWEATERS

1985 BUICK LESABRE LIMITED
4 dr, velour
1984 CHEVROLET CAVALIER
4 dr., 4 spd., vinyl

SWEATS

M

SLACKS

^

SKIRTS

1984 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME
2 dr., V-6, buckets, tilt, cruise

THE BEAST FROM THE EAST IS
DEALING A SUPER SPECIAL

1983 OLDS REGENCY '98
4 d', lull power

GOOD FOR IN HOUSE ONLY

1983 BMW 320 I
2 dr.. On. blue, 5 spd

m

1983 BUICK LESABRE
Estate Wgr.. 6 passenger

fk **xS£

"

SHORTS
DRESSES
ACCESSORIES
... and MUCH MORE

mm

1983 OLDS TORANADO
2 dr. maroon

BUSINESS

i

FAME

0p
TOLEDO, OHIO
Franklin Park Mall
Poruldc

12 minimum/bleu chz & celery XTRA
2 to 10 everyday
xxtft Sunday

1981 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
4 dr., well-equipped

T^LQR

^T on tap & in bottles
125 E. COURT • BOWLING GREEN, OHIO • 352-SPOT

THEHair,ARRANGEMENT
Skin, and Nail Designers
WHAT IF YOU DON'T GET
INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL
OF YOUR CHOICE?

We carry a full line of Nexus, Redken.
Paul Mitchell, & Matrix products
352-4101
3524143

181 S. Main
Bowling Green

Sure. Ihere are other schools. But why
settle? Kaplan helps students raise (heir
scores and their chances of being ad mil
led into their first-choice schools. Fact is,
no one has helped students score higher!

sT/uiUT H. IMM imurwui awn LTD
Prepare with us this
summer lor
Fill Exams -

Karla

Kel/ey

Shelley

Call 536-3701
3450 W. Central, Suite 322,

VickC

Toledo.

Going Out of Business
Cindy

Darcy

Judy

Nettie

Entire Stock
Wearing Apparel & Accessories

OFF any one service with

off

these designers and with this ad.

Haircuts, perms, partial perms, highlighting, luminlze, facials,
cellophanes, weaving, sculptured nails, manicures, pedicures,
make-up application & demonstration, bodywaxing, eyelash &
eyebrow tinting.
expires 6-15-88

to

All Sales Final — No Exchanges
Summer Hrs.
10:00 to 5:00
MWTFS
Tues till 8 pm

ZJne f-'owder [ uff

525 Ridge St.

Visa
Mastercard
Welcome
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Streets

Police help kids say 'no'
by Brian Crowe
staff reporter

Q Continued from page 1.
Work on the project resumed
on Tuesday.
"They're going to start again
on the north end and will be in
the city by Thursday or Friday," Barber added.
The renovation is scheduled
for completion in two weeks.
The state will fund the majority of the project.
"We only have to pay for 10
percent (for the project), Barber said. "The state is funding
the project to the tune of 90 percent. That includes the planing
and the milling of the asphalt so
we don't lose any."
There are many projects in
the works for this summer.
"We will be resurfacing South
Main Street with rolumac, a seal
material with a slight roughness, to fill cracks. We will also
make South Main Street into a
five lane road," he said.
Barber said other plans include resurfacing several
streets around the city, seven
locations in total. They should be
done by the time fall semester
classes start, he said.

"Educating the kids about drugs is one
step toward eliminating the drug problem'.'
-Grant Tansel, Bowling Green crime
prevention officer

A Bowling Green police officer
is 'DARE'-ing students to learn
about drugs.

inating the drug problem," he
said.
The DARE program is aimed
children who haven't reached
the junior high-school level yet,
he said.
"The program lasts 17 weeks
and teaches the kids living
skills, but focuses on resistance,
how to say no, the consequences
of using drugs, how to deal with
stress and the self-esteem of the
children," he said.
"The program will involve all
six of the Bowling Green elementary schools and will center
on the sixth grade," he said.
Tansel believes the DARE
program will have a positive effect on the students and the off i-

Grant Tansel, Bowling Green
crime prevention officer, recently participated in a special
drug awareness program developed by the Los Angeles
Police Department and the Los
Angeles Unified School District.
DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) is an intensive
two-week course that teaches
police officers to help elementary school children say no to
drugs.
Tansel said he hopes the program "will educate young people about drugs and how to deal
with the pressures that surround
them.
"Educating the kids about
drugs is one step toward elim-

"The program will help the
children identify with the police
officers instead of viewing them
negatively and will help the officers by getting them to interact
with the children, he said."
The program was developed
in Los Angeles in 1963 and has
spread to 34 states and three
foreign countries.
Tansel, who has been the
crime prevention officer for the
past four years, said "the program will have a positive impact upon the Bowling Green
community within five to 10
years" and he recommends the
training program to all police
officers.

BG News/ Kralg Pyer
The city is in the process of renovating some of its streets. Results of the
milling operation, where the current surface is pulled up. are shown
above. Completion of the project is scheduled before fall.

In Downtown Bowling Green It's...

BARGAIN DAYS
Thursday thru Sunday June 2, 3, 4, 5
T

.,

.,

"3£5E*

SIDEWALK SALES
Sponsored by the Downtown Business Association

V \

\

\

\

\

THE FLOWER BASKET

\

108 South Main

During Old Fashioned Bargain Days
Up to 50% OFF

Good Old
Fashioned
Bargains

\

at

1

Selected Silk Arrangements • Ceramic Items
' Stenciled Rugs & Placemats • Stuffed Animals
' Potporri • Candles • Wood Items
VISA/MC

\

:> \
\

*

<A \

(T

///

^tSgg&g&J

us

Begins at Senior's Center

\

\

\

Walking Tour-

\

«:•

\

352-6264

131 W.
Purcell's $- Wooster

m

BIKE SHOP

c-~

\

C

• WE'RE HAVING A BASEMENT SALE! •

7-fJCC
GOBANT

DIES

siDEWftH!

Thurs. & Fri. 10-6

Sat. 10-5

• LOW CLEARANCE PRICES •
USED BIKES • USED PARTS

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
June 2-5

Sidewalk Sales
Downtown B.G.

Come See Ohio's World Champion Frisbee Freestylers!
• 11:00 & 2:00 • OUT FRONT •

These Plus Many Other Soles Throughout The Store I

Swimweor and Accessories

■y

Dolphin

29/e

Reed St. Swim
inch goggles

...
Urr

Reebok & International
Rugby Sweats/ warm-ups

40%
OFF
Nike Air Running Shoes
rag. 144.95 now

$36.95

■en's * women's styles

Odds 4 Ends Rack

misprints/damaged
apparel

99<b«

and

up

DAVID'S DELI

Canvas Tretoms
women's tennis
shoes
reg. $36.95 now

$29.99
girls $24.99
Sunglasses
values to $8.95
now

$3.99

OLD TYME
PRICES
ALL WEEKEND

Unfinished
frames
soft & hardwood
sizes 5x7 to 16x20

Barnside Moldings
(seconds)
$1oa.$1se ca

50% OFF

8 ft. lengths

Assorted everyday & Christmas merchandise

FALCON HOUSE

SALI HOURS: Thurs. ft fri. Ill e, lot. HIII 1:10,
S:JO, Suf
Sun. 11-4

123 S. Main
Downtown BO

SIDEWALK
SALE VALUES
Downtown B.G.

- SPECIAL BUY •

Save Big!
"Your Athletic Shoe and Sports Headquarters In B.Q."

362-3610

5

Home of "you had
better be hungry"
Deli Sandwiches
109 N. Main 352-5861

values to SS00 Choice) 99'
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Services held

Pandas
adjusting
to Ohio

ard, VFW member, plans are
under way to add markers for
the Vietnam and Korean War
veterans to the memorial at the
city courthouse.
The community is also considering adding a park dedicated exclusively to war veterans.
The University police raised
the Holiday Flag, according to
Corporal Robert Blackburn. University police also helped the
city with its celebrations.
"It's a bad time of year for University activities, as there is
no student population," he said.
The Holiday Flag is approximately 20 feet by 40 teet and flies
on all state holidays and at University graduation, weather
permitting, Blackburn said.

by Therese Drake
staff reporter

Memorial Day is a day for
remembering those who have
died for their country. The
community of Bowling Green
celebrated the holiday with a
parade routed from South Main
Street to Oak Grove Cemetery
on Ridge Street.
At the cemetery, a singer and
band performed for the crowd.
The parade, organized by
John Cartwright, included between 100 and 150 veterans. Also
marching were various boy
scout and girl scout troops, and
a convoy of older model war
jeeps.
According to Richard How-

by Megan Mclntyte

reporter

i were the hit
tton at the Toledo
Zoo this Memorial Day
weekend. Le Le and Na Na
seem to be adjusting to the
attention well, according
to Zoo officials.
Since the exhibit opened
last week, about 48,000
people have viewed the
pandas, Betsey WarnerClark, information coordinator for the Toledo Zoo,
said.
The high temperatures
in Northwest Ohio have not
seemed to affect the pandas, Clark said.
"Well, the heat hasn't affected them too much vet,"
she said. "They are sleeping normally so far. The
male has made use of the
air-conditioned rock outside and the female has
been inside which is also
air-conditioned.''
The pandas are on loan
from China for 100 days,
which started when they
arrived in Toledo May 14.
The zoo is open year
round from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Admission price Is $2.50 for
adults and $1 for children
ages two to 11 and senior
citizens. Admission to the
park is free Mondays between 9 a.m. and noon.

' KEEP AMERICA
BEAUTIFUL
Haircuts • $6
Perms - $20-75

Mini Mall Salon
190 S. Main - thru the brick
walkway
DOWNTOWN

352-7658

1HC0 BELL
£;':»*

A9C

BG News/Michael Moore
Vietnam veteran represenatives march in the annual Memorial Day Parade. The parade took a route through
town and ended in Oak Grove Cemetery where several members from the local VFW chapter spoke.

New Summer Course Offering!
WS300
WOMEN AND RELIGION
Seciion 5542 12:30-2:30 MTWR July II - AuftUSI 12

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

This course firsi explores images of women in ihe
Judeo-Chrisiiiin tradition (as imipiress. harlot, virgin,
mother, rescuer, military leader, learner and seeker).

• IDEAL FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS •

Secondly, we will consider how these portraits continue lo influence the culture; and the response of
some feminists to these images.

Quiet Atmosphere. 1 & 2 Sem. Leases '340°° mo.
Furnished. All Utilities Paid, Including Color TV.,
Cable & Free HBO. PHONE: 354-3182 OR 352-1520.

Thirdly, we will focus on the lives of some women
who came to prominence In ihis Judeo-Chrisiian tradilion.

.—v.

Annette Dewar

THE ULTIMATE IN COLLEGE LIVING

HOWARD'S club H

formerly of the Arrangement
Now at the

OFFER GOOD
SUNDAY ONLY
NO LIMIT

AMERICAN
VCANCER
fsOOETY*

210 N. MAIN

NO COVER

JUST MADE FOR YOU"

HAIR
GALLERY

I 320 E. WOOSTER BOWLING GREEN

J clciirii mart

Thursday

PRICES EFFECTIVE MAY 50 THRU JUNE 11 1988

CUSTOM SLICED

BREWSTER

LAWSON
BOLOGNA

"World Class
COLBY CHEESE

$-j39

Georgia
Peach Trio

*1 99

PERM SPECIAL
$30°°
for the month of June. Make
your appointment before the month's over.
143 E. Wooster

352-HAIR

Georgia Peach Band
Friday & Saturday

BAND UPDATES ON BG 5
HOWARD'S IS A DESGINATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

LB

MORMEl

THE ORIGINAL CHIP CHOP

£ ^fl TPO

5

Chopped Ham

1

SANDRIDGE GOURMET

DUTCH LOAF Or

COOKED SALAMI
7 LITER BOTTLE

FRITO CORN CHIPS

1102

69

$199

turn your terminal
into a
"typesetter"

$189

SNOWBALL CUSTOM SLICED

FAYCO

CHICKEN or TURKEY
ROLL

BEVERAGE

891

• IBM PC or compatible users with Multimate
or Wordperfect software, or

' *«"""■

TM «i

DAIRY MART CfllfC Zflt • DAIRY MART CAlfE TIM
FARM FRESH 9HVE JHI I FARM FRESH 9HVE 3U

MILK! MILK
NOT VALID IN PA

D 2%

|

LIMIT ONE CALLON PER COUPON
GOOD THRU JUNE 4 1988

• Macintosh Plus users with MacWrite or
Microsoft Word,

woodland moll

you can have files on your disks converted

D Homo

LIMIT ONE GALLON PER COUPON
GOOD JUNE 5 tflru JUNE 11 1988

* cinema
HAIRSPRAY

PG

SAT./SUN. 1:00 3:20
EVENINGS 6:50 9:20

CROCODILE
DUNDEE II PG
SAT./SUN. 1:15 3:30
EVENINGS 7:00 9:35

IFRIDAY THE 13th R
PART 7 ENDS 6/2
SAT./SUN. 1:20 3:20
EVENINGS 7:15 9:30

WILLOW

PG

SAT./SUN.
EVENINGS

RAMBO III
SAT/SUN. 1:10 3:35
EVENINGS 7:05 9:45
COMING SOON
COMING JUNl 3rd
CHEVY CHASE IN "FUNNY FARM"
TOM HANKS IN "BIG"

MATINEES - EVERY SATURDAY & SUNDAY
LATE SHOWS - EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY
CALL FOR MOVIES & TIMES

into typeset quality work, simply and easily.

NOT VALID IN PA

□ Homo; D 2%

JIIIIIII
Bowi.nq G'ec"

can

$^49

PEPSI COLA

ALL FLAVORS

University
Graphic Arts Services

c

POTATO SALAD
DAIRY MART

79

Call 372-7418
for further information.

MOVIE SCHEDULE WILL CHANGE
.EVERY FRIDAY • PLEASE CALL AHEAD
OF TIME FOR MOVIES & TIMES

mn
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Radio sports, still in picture A Rose by any
by Tom Reed
sports columnist

As night fell, the boredom rolled in like fog, clouding my
thoughts of what to do with the
rest of my Wednesday evening.
Maybe a movie? I wanted
something with a creative plot,
but discovered almost all were
sequels. Nowadays, movies are
like Super Bowls — each title
has a Roman numeral behind it.
I then tried to find something
good on TV. No chance. The Rec
Center was closed and I knew
the bars would be empty. I even
pondered a trip to the library.
Maybe it was time I learned how
to use that Dewey Decimal
System and stop asking the
clerk for assistance.
Yet at the height of boredom,
a salvation appeared. From upstairs I could hear a baseball
game on the radio. Apparently,
a roommate had been listening
and before leaving, forgot to
turn it off. So for the next hour I
listened to the Cleveland Indians
rally to beat the Chicago White
Sox.
To many, I'm sure this doesn't
sound much like a remedy for
monotony. But as a devout
sports fan, I've grown up listening to sports on radio. I enjoy it
as much now as I did when I was
five years old.
For some this concept maybe
difficult to grasp. If you never
followed a team on radio, it's
hard to understand the joy some
get from it. Granted, I would
rather watch a game than listen
to it. But my team is not always
on TV.
Cable station WTBS is the only
one (in our area) which comes
close to broadcasting every
game. It telecasts about 140
games of the Atlanta Braves.
Now honestly, how many people
in BG want to watch the Braves
140 times a summer? (For that
matter, how many people in Atlanta want to watch the Braves
140 times a summer?)
Thus, unless you own a satellite dish, the radio is your best
alternative. In a sense, radio

Cable station WTBS is the only one (in our area) which comes
close to broadcasting every game. It telecasts about 140 games
of the Atlanta Braves. Now honestly, how many people in BG
want to watch the Braves 140 times a summer? (For that matter,
how many people in Atlanta want to watch the Braves 140 times
a summer?)
broadcasts are similar to the
family dog. While you sometimes may not want to hear
them, they're always there for
you. Most flagship stations
carry every contest. And while
it's hard to believe, there are
those who never miss a game.
I have a roommate who's a
diehard Cavs fan. For him, a
Serfect evening is listening to
oe Tait describe how the Cavs
nipped the Lakers at the buzzer.
Listening to a game becomes
part of everyday life. Even when
we attended this year's Cleveland-Chicago playoff series, he
had to take his Walkman with
him.
Some of us not only become attached to a team, but also its announcers. In Chicago, Harry
Carey (WGN) is worshipped.
Ernie Harwell (WJR) has become an institution in Detroit.
Such the same could be said of
many others like Tait, Johnny
Most (Celtics) and Vin Skully
(Dodgers).
Everyone has a favorite and
mine is Marv Albert. For 18
Kears, I've been listeningto him
roadcast the New York Ranger
games. In our house, his voice is
as familiar as that of my own
father's.
"Greschner up ahead to Sandstrom, over to Puddubny. He
shoots, he scores...It's bedlam
here in the Garden as the Rangers have beaten the Flyers." ■
There is no televison in front
of me. And yet the picture could
not be more distinct. When
tuned properly, the mind can
bring to lite images as sharp as
any TV set. Of course, these
mental visions don't always jive
with reality.
Herein lies the beauty of
radio.

In our minds, the routine plays
can become spectacular cat
cbes. Every hit looks like a line
drive. Each of us has a mental
f unhouse mirror and we can use
it to project what we want to see.
Unfortunately, we can't do the
same with what we hear. I'm not
talking about the content, but
the broadcast itself. Reception
is rarely perfect.
Radio games and static go
together uke ants and picnics.
You can't have one without the
other. And this horrible static
always occurs at the most inopportune times.
As a kid, I used to listen to
games late at night when my
parents were sleeping. Just
when I thought it was safe to
turn up the volume, a jolt of static would echo through the
receiver, rousing everyone in
the house.
"What in the hell is a wrong
with you?" My dad would yell.
"Turn that damn thing off and
go to bed."
Still, the risk seemed worth it.
I have listened to so many great
games. As for the future...
My mother thinks I will outgrow it. Soon, I will find something more constructive to do
with my time. However, I've
met many older than I who still
faithfully listen to games on
radio.

Last spring, I met an old man
who lived in a nursing home.
Bob's family rarely came to see
him. Confined to a wheel chair,
he seldom left his room. Bob sat
and waited for nightfall which
meant Cleveland Indian radio
broadcasts.
"Come on in here and listen
with me," he would say when I
came to visit my grandmother.
"I'm so glad the season is here.
The winters seem so long."

9$h9
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218-548-4511

1080 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
352-9344

$5.00
only at

,

MARK'S
pi22a pub

352-3551

MON WED FRI 9-9
TUES & SAT 9-6
THURS 9-7

Careers in|
Physical Therapy,
Become a part of tha Marcy Tradition loundad in Dublin.
Ireland in 1831. by Catharlna McAuley!

WANTED!

SIDEWALK SALE

Mount Carmal Marcy Hoapital and Samaritan Haalth Center
ara a dlvnion of tha Slater* of Marcy Haalth Corporation.
on* of tha largest multi-hospital systemi in the Unitad Statea.
Tha strength of our racant consolidation places us in a
position of leadership in a demanding, challenging and
complex health care industry Therefore, tha following
positions ara available:

Staff Therapists

Lifeguards & Swimming Instructors
Summer '88

We ara seeking Therapists experienced, aa well aa new Grads
to join our expanding Rehabilitative Services

Student Recreation Center

Our comprehensivs benefits package includes excellent
starling salary, haalth, life, vision and dental insurance, three
weeks annual vacation, holidays, continuing education, child
care center. tax shattered annuities, free parking and relocation
assistance Send resume in confidence to Director.
employiiwl Servtcee. P.O. Box X-tei. DesroK, M
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer M/F

Bargains Galore
UP TO 80% OFF

JEMS N THINGS

Large 1-item Pizza for

STYUNG SALON

1*199 Owe Rd.
Qarrattavllla. Ohio 44231

"THURS. - FRI. - SAT.

C See Rose, page 8.

free
delivery

SKYDIVING
Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

CINCINNATI (AP) — Pete Rose Jr., who bears the same
name and wears the same uniform number as his famous
father, is looking to start making a name for himself in major
league baseball's amateur draft Wednesday.
Rose is hoping to be drafted ii, the first three rounds. Several
teams, including the Cincinnati Reds, have shown an interest.
But Rose would prefer trying to break into the big leagues with
another frachise because it would mean less pressure about
playing in the same organization where his father, Reds Manager Pete Rose, made himself synonymous with the game.
"If I had a preference, I'd probably prefer to play for somebody else," Rose Jr. said. "But if it don't work that way and I
play for the Reds, I'll be happy."
The younger Rose grew up with the Reds, wandering around
the clubhouse with his father and taking batting practice with
the man who finished as the game's all-time hit leader. But he
thinks bristles at suggestions ne could be drafted because of his
name.
"That kills me," he said. "If my name was something besides Pete Rose, then people would realize how good I am. Besides, what major league team is going to waste a first- or second-round draft choice on somebody because of their name?
They can't afford to do that. Draft choices are too valuable."
His father agrees.
"Ill tell you this, he won't be drafted because his name is
Pete Rose, Rose said. "He'll be drafted because he can play."
Rose Jr. plays third base for Oak Hills High School in suburban Cincinnati, where he developed into a good hitter with an
average arm and little speed. He hit .440 with four homers, 41
RBI and 13 doubles as a senior. He made two errors at third
base.
His lack of speed and average arm make him less attractive
in the draft, but his hitting and his approach to the game —
learned from his father — make him a good prospect.

Bob would tell me stories
about the Indians championship
years. He grimaced when recalling how Willie Mays robbed the
Indians' Vic Wertz on that long
drive to center in the 1954 World
Series.
D See Column, page 8.

LET YOUR GOOD LOOKS GO TO YOUR HEAD!

MURPHY MART PLAZA

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

I know a man who's 57 and
hasn't missed a Celtic broadcast
in years. Maybe his mom should
have a talk with mine.
Other sports reporters have
done similar columns. What I
have written is not as much a
revelation as a reminder. Sports
on radio can be great form of entertainment.
For some, it occasionally aleviates boredom. For others, it
supplies a much needed fix. And
for a few, sports on radio makes
life a little more bearable.

other name...

FaNaaJpartttaM

Mtrcy Hospitals
•Ml Heart* Services
of votroft

for more info - contact Scott 2-7477

531 Ridge (across from Mac West)

SUMM€R RCTIVITI€S 1988

CAMPUS POLLV€V€S

Gat sat for warm weather fun I
Beginning naxt week!

it
Your Summer House of Fun!

3rd floor Union
2-2343

SUJCCT LU€DN€SDflV
Join us for a juicy
mid-day snack!
Beginning June $
Every Wednesday
11:30am
Off Campus Student Center
Courtyard
FREEI

Summer Films
SATURDAY DRIVE-IN
"VACATION"
June 18 9:30pm
Founders' Courtyard
WEDNESDAY MOVIES
June 22 • "GREMLINS"
June 29 - "BLAZING SADDLES"
July 6 - "SIXTEEN CANDLES"
Showtime 6:00pm
Glsh Film Theatre
Hanna Hall
!I Free Admission I!

OUTING
CSNTER

H3*i

W€€K-€ND TRIPS!!
Rally-by-the-River
June 17
Promenade Park, Toledo
$3.00
Covers transportation only

Sign up in the UAO Office
beginning June 6

* Featuring the following Draft.
Toby (England)
MichetobOerk
Woodpecker Cider
Old Milwaukee
(England)
Outness (keland)
Lite
Budweiser
Labatt's (Canada)

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
The Music of
Tom Gorman
10:30 pm- 1:00 am

THURSDAY NIGHT

* over 60 brands of Imports

Live entertainment from

$1.00 OFF Any Big Salad
Chef • Vegetarian • Taco

the
SEX BEATLES
10:30 pm ■ 1:00 am

Campus PoHueues

SUNDAY NIGHT
Amateur Night
Stand-up comics, singers, whatever! Prizes for all contestants.
10:30 pm - 1:00 am

Free Delivery
352-9638

Cedar Point
June 25
Sandu8ky, Ohio
$15.00
Covers coats of transportation and admission to the park
/does net Include Soak City)

Sign up in the UAO Office
beginning June 6
UAO has equipment available for a variety of
summer activities!
For more information about equipment and rental
rates call 2-2343

expires 6/8/88
$1.00 OFF Any Big Sub

CAMPUS
POLLV€V€S

Campus PoHueues
Free Delivery
352-0638

440 E. Court St.

expires 6/888

Open 11:00 am - 2.00 am

Lg. Pan Pizza with any 2
Items plus ona qt. of Coke

11:00 am - 3:00 am

a,f

»'•

M

Sun - Wed

Thurs ■ Sat

Ealrawmt

in.

Campus PoNyeues
Free Delivery 382-9638
expires 6/8/88

352-9638
Mondays
11-4
ChMMflavw*

M.1I. ■■»«■*.

Tuesdays
11-4

I Til. ID 8fHd S*

Wednesdays
11-9
Sptgh»tt* 0«n»f

Thursdays
11-9

«»0 COM Sub

'1.M ■»,**■,,

Frtdaye
11-9
Sue. or Pun

•1.00 ■»«■..

7

8
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Column

Sabatini wins, readies
for 'Graf'-ic match
PARIS (AP) — Fourth-seeded
Gabriela Sabatini of Argentina,
fighting back after losing a set
for the first time in the tournament, beat Canadian Helen
Kelesi 4-6, 6-1, 6-3 yesterday in
the completion of a quarterfinal
match suspended by rain the
day before.
Sabatini next faces top-seeded
Steffi Graf of West Germany,
who has steamrolled five opponents in a row, in a semifinal
match whose winner will be an
overwhelming favorite to win
the title.
The Sabatini-Kelesi match

ended on a note of controversy.
At deuce in the ninth game,
Kelesi hit a ball that looked to be
over the end line. Sabatini returned it anyway, and Kelesi hit
a forehand volley winner.
But Sabatini appealed to the
line judge, who found a ball
mark showing the previous shot
out. The reversal gave advantage to Sabatini — and match
point — despite Kelesi's heated
arguments.
Chair umpire Isabelle Cachelot refused Kelesi's appeal for a
replay of the point.
Women's referee Georgina

□ Continued from page 7
When I would leave he always
told me, "don't be a stranger."
But after my grandmother died,
I stopped visiting.

Clark, called to the court to decide the controversy, said she
could not overturn the ruling.
Graf, 18, took just 43 minutes
to win her quarterfinal match
Monday against Bettina Fulco of
Argentina 6-0, 6-1. She was
amazingly dominant in the first
set, winning 24 points while
dropping just three to Fulco.
France s last representative
in the French Open, No. 11 Henri
Leconte, upset fifth-seeded
Boris Becker 6-7,64,6-1,5-7,6-4
in a fourth-round match that
lasted 3:53 — not counting two
rain delays totaling almost three
hours.

While at home recently, I
drove by the nursing home. The
Indians were hot and curiosity
got the best of me. I decided to
stop. I looked in his room only to
see someone else occuping it.
"Where's Bob?" I asked a
nurse, who I had come to know.
"He died of a stroke in February," she replied.
At first I was sad, but as time
passed I felt it was the best thing
that could've happened.
Somewhere, I'm certain Bob
still listens to the games. Only
now those long drives drop for
doubles and the season has no
end.

Rose
n Continued from page 7.
"There are an awful lot of intangibles there that are hard to
scout. He doesn't run or throw as well as a lot of others. He's
not in the category that we would call above average. But those
intangibles make him a very draftable commodity."
Rose figures his son's association with the Reds as a youngster and nis hard work have made him an attractive young
player.
"My kid can hit because he's had more proactice than anybody else," Rose said. "He ought to be able to hit because I always brought him to the ballpark. Every day he was here, I
worked with him. I hurt my arm throwing batting practice to
him.
"And you don't take infield every day with Buddy Bell and
Mike Schmidt and Davey Concepcion and not have some of that
rub off on you."
Rose would like to have his son in the Reds' system. The
Reds aren't saying whether they plan to draft him if he's available.
"I think I'd love for him to be a Red because I could follow
him," Rose said. "I could call the manager at any time I want
and get an honest answer how he's doing. But I think it'd be a
little tougher for him."

Fact Line...chance of a lifetime
Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
"Cuntnl Tour Quid**"
Whether or not you will bo on campus ill
lummir, take classes during summn sessions, or hava soother Job, you can Hill give
lours! Call the lour guide oflica at 2-9866 between 10:00-2:00 tor more Information.

DEGREE AUDITS
Your junior yew
is here al last
Get a degree audit done
Before it is pest1
COLLEGE OF ARTS 1 SCIENCES

SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN AUGUST
13. 1968 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY JULY 1, 1968 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
3722851 IF YOUR ORDER IS PHONED IN.
YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE

SERVICES OFFERED
Abortion. morn.no. alter treatment
Proud to be pro-choice
Center lor Choice II. Toledo.O 255-7769

WE GOT THE FAX

PERSONALS

Don't buy a FAX machine,
Come use ours!

TONIGHT
and every Wednesday night
Canadian Bottled Beer Night
al the Brathaus
Molson. Mooseheed. Laden a.
Cmci. O'Keeleetc

Our FAX unit electronically sends
printed graphic information to a unit at
another location, where a copy or
"facsimile" is produced. This unit
transmits over the same telephone
lines you use everyday.
j<(( cv <
111 S. Main,
Bowling Green

DL&m&<S>
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Attention. AIL GREEK WOMEN
Any women who would be interested in
helping with pre registration this summer
please contact Saty at 352 5210. Chrys at
353-6716 or the Greek L.le Office at
372-2151 We would reaty appreciate your
help in supporting the Greek System'
The Panhe*en«c Council
BG's Tan A Fitness Center
Summer specials started last week"
1 month unlimited lans-539 95 Save $14 00
on package of 10 Sign up now & use them
later 127S Mam St 352-TANS
INTRAMURALS Session I entries for men's.
women's, coed sottbeJ., tennis & golf Coed volleybal are due Monday. June 6 by noon IM office hours for summer beginning May 31 will be
Mon.. TUM . Thurs . 9 00 12 30. CLOSED
ON WEDNESDAY AND OPEN FRI 9 00-11 30
AM

DRAFT BEER
ALL SUMMER
ALL DAY

PHONE 352-5762
FAX 419-352-9572

quick print, inc.

A to Z Data Center
Helping you meet aH your typing needs
U8S Mam 352 5042

PITCHERS $2.50
107
iu/ State
oiaiB oueei
Street

OEXTER'S BOWUNO GREEN
S10 EAST WOOSTER STREET

I

Jau Bau Hair Studio
Marianne Dauer
115 Oough St , B G 352-0061
The Newest Styles'
Say you saw this ad and
receive 20% OFF ANY SERVICE
Jotn the WE CARE Team!
Be a Pre Reg volunteer Jury 5-29 greeler
tour guide, discussion facilitator. evening entertainment usher, display host or We Care booth
staff person Info sheets available 405 Student Services Deadane June 20. 6 p.m.
You could be the French Quarter "Swimsuit
Sweetheart'' Call 8743111 ext 7426 to enter 10 weeks of competition held dunng the
Hobday Inn French Quarter Beach Party No entry lee • lots of pmes Must be 19 years old or
older to enter

WANTED
hfo onB'ahirebgton
P 0 Box 235
Liberty Center. Ohio 43532

HELP WANTED

Are you a "people" person?
If so. we're looking lor you to join the We Care
team' Be a Pre-Reg volunteer July 5-29 and
learn communication skills and meet Iota of
people Work aa many hours as you like Compensation includes a meal for each day worked
Into sheets available 405 Student Services
Oaadane June 20. 5pm

BUY
3 SUBS
GET
4TH SUB
FREE

FREE

50* OFF1

32 OZ. PEPSI

^~-v

a pw PWWin1 MM «H
t «**•> time— oaoa w

la It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 through
the u S government? Get the facts today1 Can
1 312-742-1142Ext 1794

Free room and board lor occasional babysitting
Starting Fal Semester CM 352-J2S7

Jay-Mar Apartments
803-81 5 Eighth SI
Summer 1 Fal Rentals starting st
$355 a month Furn. unfum, laundry .AC
New owner special: FREE Cable TV
instaUtion II leased lor Fall by 6.15-88
354-8038 893-1061

Pogliors

352-7571
945 S. Main St.
No other coupons apply - Inside only

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR FALL

Perryaburg Inn. 28054 St Fit 25 (at I 475)
Special student rale-Si8 Phones, specie!
monthly, weekly ft exam rates In room movtes.HBO Waterbeds-874-9363

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378
9:00-4:30
Monday-Friday

con vlser- miller

Housing Openings for Summer & Fall
review

One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
Heat, Water, and Trash removal all included
Full-time Maintenance
Swimming Pools
Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks
Special Summer Rates
3 Locations
e Palmer Avenue e South Summit St. e Napoleon Road

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT - 8TH & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6TH AND 7TH
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

PASS ALL PARTS

CPA EXAM
Do It once.
Do it right.
And never
FREE PREVIEW CLASS
Tuee., June 7 8-9 p.m.
The Hlllcr.it Hotel

CALL: 1-800-282-2899

Fumishrtl vtaltouallrarpranK
lAir.i law nosets hnrn dosn
i.^r-.iiano'axAiny
Launcln arras m'.«ri buktng
Pawarra «nb,r>dild<*sound^nnrJsionrfl mimoi

Special Features
Al reeldenti wi be granted membership to the newly remodeleo Health Spa: a laaaty that
lectures Ihe toSDwmg
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Healed Pool

IT S EASY WITH US!

t

Features
■ *n - Ivj tMihs

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW APARTMENTS ON MCRCCR ROAD

do it again

241 16th St.. Toledo

Office 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135
Mon.-Fn. 9-5
Saturdays 10-3

Can you buy Jeeps. Cars 4 X 4's seized In
drug raids for under $ 100 00? Call for facts today 602-837-3401 Ext 299

••ft ew «**y oeupom QMe i
*w*>M»no kvaBuM

Hurry - Don't Miss Out!!
Apartments Going Fast
to
to
..
to
ti
to
to

FOR SALE

Any of our
delicious
20 subs

with a 2 sub
delivery order

mm IN Mr Cjti— lot *jw
* mi <*••» aomwrn OHM M

REGISTERED NURSES
Polo™ > lull-lime positions available on ot>
sletric a merAcal surgical units We otter an at
tractive benefit pawl including tuition reimbur
aement a win pay up to $t .000 toward moving
relocation Please contact Human Resources
Dept. Memorial Hospital. 715 S latt Ave .
Fremont, OH 43420

FOR RENT

Vegetarian Salad
only 99*

Btuvur u.a. 4-aon

WfiM|^<5>|

REGISTERED NURSES/LPN
Temporary positions available for RN's S LPN s
on obstetric unit OB experience preferred
Please contact Human Resources Dept. Me
mortal Hospital. 715 S Taft Ave . Fremont. OH
43420

,g

The Month of June

10 AM - 1 AM
10 AM-3 AM

uug.iij&* <5>

Looking lor part-time work & only night times
vajlefala? Night time is the right time at Henry
J's Limited waitress, waiters ft floor walker
operwngs for energetic, honest & outgoing people Apply at the only fun place to work • Henry
J's Wed -Sun after 8 pm 1532 S Byrne In
the Glenbyrne Shopping Center

Activities Assistant to wort, with the elderly part
erne Available mmediately Cat 352-5249 be
tween9am- 1pm

FREE DELIVERY AVAILABLE
STOM HOURS.
Sun. ■ Tnurs
Pit SM

HIRING* Government fobs ■ your area
$15,000 • $68,000 Can (602) 838-8885
Ext 4244

VALUABLE COUPON

S5S-4497
352-MI4

Suu huhOaJfa

FREE DELIVERY

David's Dell
drivers, your car
Part-time delivery
See Dave between
2 00-4 00Wed.Thur,Fn

J

• Sun Lamps
• Melos Sauna

• Shower Massage
• Complete Exercise FaoHee
and Equipment

Other Rentals — Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm. Furnished 1 Unlurnlshed

